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Overview 
The DUEX Plus portable laptop monitor offers a slightly larger display 
screen at 13.3” and is ideal for professionals and those who wish to multi-
task with ease. Whether you’re presenting, gaming, teaching, or 
multitasking, DUEX Plus is a clean, simple to use, plug-and-play solution.  

The DUEX Plus is a perfectly sized monitor for laptop screens between 13 
to 14 inches. 

Specs 
Screen Size 

13.3" 
Dimension 

12.25" x 8.46" x 0.25" 
(L x W x T) 
Color 

Deep Grey 
Brightness 

300 nit ( adjustable ) 
Refresh rate 

60 Hertz 



Resolution 

1920 x 1080 
Aspect Ratio 

16:9 
Material 

PC ABS plastic 
Energy consumption 

4.5 W 

Compatibility 
PC 

Microsoft 
macOS 
Others 

Android phones and tablets 
(For Samsung DeX supported devices only) 
Nintendo Switch 
USB slot 

2*USB Type-C 

 

• 13.3" FHD or 1080P Display 

o 11.7”L x 6.5”W viewing area and a 16:9 aspect ratio 
• Auto-Rotation Display 

o Featured with G-sensor for auto-rotation 
• Lightweight & Portable 

o Made with durable PC-ABS plastic and robust aluminum alloy 
• Multi-Device Compatibility 

o Second monitor for laptop devices, Nintendo Switch, and Samsung DeX 
supported devices 

• Hybrid-Signal Input 

o Quick connectivity with any laptop with a USB-C or USB-A port 

 



For Ergonomic Comfort and Various 
Scenarios. 
You'll find how versatile the sliding lid is to satisfy multiple purposes. As a protective cover 
when the portable second monitor is not in use, a mount that magnetically attaches to the 
back of laptop, also a prop stand in portrait mode. Allows from horizontal contents to 
vertical usage, basically four display modes. 

Add Negligible Weight and Thickness to Your 
Laptop. 
Offer a sleek way to carry a laptop second monitor around with this DUEX Plus, which is 
30% lighter and nearly 50% slimmer than the previous generation. Sophisticated design 
and adhesive mechanism make it easy to toss it into any bag together with your device 
without weighing you down. 
 

Work and Play, 
Where You Like. 
We've extended the compatible devices list to bring more versatility. The DUEX Plus 
portable laptop monitor gives you an external secondary display for your laptops, PCs, and 
selected Android phones for work purpose, as well as a gaming monitor for Nintendo 
Switch. 
 

EYE-CARE MODE 

Ensure Optimal 
Eye Comfort. 
Turn Eyecare Mode ON for optimal color temperature and brightness to effectively 
reduces the amount of potentially harmful blue light emitted by the display. When 
you are reading, word processing or in a low-light environment, it can help you to 
get rid of eyes fatigue and keep your eyes feeling comfortable. 

 


